Product Data Sheet

The Chrome River Suite
The Chrome River Suite is a fast, fluid, mobile web solution that is built on HTML 5 and
Responsive Web Design (RWD) technology to o ffer global enterprise organizations the
most modern travel and expense report management software. Chrome River brings
together invoice processing, expense reporting, audit and analytics reporting, so that all
non-payroll expenses can be efficiently managed in one placewith a sleek new interface
that works on any device, anytime, anywhere, that’s endlessly configurable to fit the way
any business works. Chrome River makes employees happy and lets business flow,
which makes AP departments even happier.

Chrome River EXPENSE
Chrome River EXPENSE balances an intuitive easy-to-use interface for the user, with
powerful business rules and reporting for the management team.





Travel Agent and credit card integration (corporate, personal and P-card)
Receipt image handling, storage and archival
Powerful business rules engine (policy compliance and approval routing)
Browser independent, mobile solution, offline or online capable

Chrome River INVOICE
Chrome River INVOICE eliminates paper and automates invoice entry, coding and
approval, while providing visibility and control over your spend.





Invoice scanning and data extraction to reduce paper handling
Intuitive, easy-to-use interface for invoice allocation and payment approval
Data validation and automated expense policy compliance
Integration with major financial systems

Chrome River AUDIT
Chrome River AUDIT provides a second review process to locate honest mistakes and
Pre-payment and post-payment audit of expense report and invoices



Customer defined sampling and audit review triggers
Audit team resolution queue, including easy pre-defined responses
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Receipt and invoice validation, threaded dispute resolution and escalation

Chrome River ANALYTICS
Chrome River ANALYTICS was created on the belief that knowledge is power. Real-time
insights and comprehensive analyses are valuable tools for managing any business.





“

Standard reports that are configurable (sorts, rollups, charts, pivots)
Ad-hoc reporting tools that allow for easy report creation and distribution
Enforced security model to restrict access to sensitive data
Save, e-mail and schedule reports for delivery to management

Having one place to manage all of our expenses and invoices is awesome. I finally
have visibility into all of our outstanding expenses, who is approving them, and
how long it is taking them to get processed.

Contact Us

A/P Manager,
2,800 Employees

Phone:

Chrome River may be an American company, but
they absolutely know about international finance.
They are the first vendor that we’ve met that knew so
much about VAT.
Financial Controller,
1,600 Employees

“

Our firm saved over 1 million dollars in travel
expenditures [last year] as a result of implementing
the Chrome River Expense Pre-Approval process.
Manager of Accounting Operations,
2,000 Employees
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